Abstract. This paper is an attempt to integrate the algebra of communicating processes (ACP) and the algebra of flownomials (AF). Basically, this means to combine axiomatized parallel and looping operators. To this end we introduce a model of process graphs with multiple entries and exits. In this model the usual operations of both algebras are defined, e.g. alternative composition (this covers both the sum of ACP and the disjoint sum of AF), sequential composition, feedback, parallel composition, left merge, communication merge, encapsulation, etc. The main results consist of correct and complete axiomatisations of process graphs modulo isomorphism and modulo bisimulation. 
Introduction
This paper is an attempt to integrate the algebra of communicating processes (ACP) and the algebra of flownomials (AF). Basically, this means to combine axiomatized parallel and looping operators.
There are three axiomatized looping operations that may be combined with the existing process algebra (ACP): Kleene's star %" (repetition [Kle56] ) used in regular algebra, Elgot's dagger "t" (iteration [Elg75]) used in iteration theories, or uparrow "T" (feedback [Ste86]) used in the algebra of flownomials. A study of process algebra with an iteration operation (originary Kleene's star) has already been presented in [BeBP94] . Here we combine process algebra with the feedback operation.
Our goal is to define a process algebra on which all operators of ACP [BeK84] are present as well as feedback, the key iteration construct of flowchart theories. To this end we combine the results of [BaB95], [BeS94] and various other results on flowchart theories [Elg75, Ste87, Ste86, CaS90, BlE93, Ste94] . Like in flowchart schemes [Ste86] feedback and alternative composition " r suffice to express all finite state systems. (" 9 is a mixture of disjoint sum "~", left-composition with converses of functions and right-composition with functions.) In fact alternative composition and feedback allow the construction of normal forms modulo isomorphism of transition systems.
(A similar result on undirected networks is presented in [Par93], a n approach that simplifies the earlier algebra of flow graphs of Milner [Mil?9] .)
Technically we depart from the graph isomorphism model for the operators of ACP that was outlined in [BaB95] . This model is adapted to allow for process graphs with multiple entries and exits. Then the feedback operator is introduced. For technical reasons renaming operators for entries and exits are needed. We notice that entries and exits are just a particular kind of states.
In the process of the design of this model we have taken several decisions which we want to make clear from the very beginning.
Our transition systems allow for multiple entries and multiple exits. This feature drastically increases the expressive power of the algebra. All finite state processes are represented by closed terms built up from atomic actions and some constants by using two operations only, i.e., alternative composition and feedback. Moreover, almost all process graphs are represented. To be precise: (1) in the case without e (i.e., without empty transitions) all process graphs with no incoming edges into the entries, no outgoing edges from the exits and such that no entry is an exit are represented; (2) if e is allowed, then all process graphs are represented.
-We have decided to make the operations total by providing a default system of working in the case the types do not agree. E.g., seqential composition is defined in the case the outputs of the first process graph do not match the inputs of the second one, as well.
-There are two options regarding the using of port names: (1) to use an arbitrary set of port names and renamings or (2) to order the port names --e.g., to use the first n natural numbers as names for a process with n ports--and an explicit algebra to model the renamings. We have decided to use here the first variant which gives more freedom (i.e., it is more abstract) and perhaps easier to understand. The second version may be more suited for implementations.:
-Finally, we had to decide whether we allow or not for e steps. We start here with the model without e steps which seems easier. The loss of expressivity is small in the case of cyclic processes (as we already mention), but important in the case of acyclic ones (not all acyclic processes may be represented using alternative and sequential composition). This e-free case also generates some complications in defining bisimilarity which requires an explicit splitting operator.
In this paper we study the e-free model. The main results are: (i) expressiveness (already mentioned); (ii) a correct and complete axiomatisation of process graphs modulo isomorphism; (iii) a correct and complete axiomatisation of process graphs modulo strong bisimulation.
2 Process graphs modulo isomorphism 2.1 Process graphs Notations:
-V denotes a set of port names with typical elements p, q, r, s, t, u, v. We assume V is closed to cartesian product. (That is, we assume an injective coding >-<: V x V --~ V is given and A x B = {a >-< b [ a E A, b E B}.)
